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EDITORIAL.
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we suppose the compiler is responsible. A hundred pages are de-

voted to a detailed account of the courses in botany and zoology

offered in 112 colleges. Finding difficulty in tabulating these facts,

because of the large amount of electives in the better colleges, the

compiler selects forty-five of those in which the courses are pre-

scribed, makes his tables and draws his deductions largely from them!

These forty-five include such as Amity, Georgetown, Iowa, Illinois,

Lenox, Moore's Hill, Parsons, Scio, and Simpson colleges, and Lom-

bard and Union universities, to rank among which Amherst, Dart-

mouth, Lafayette and Princeton must feel proud!

Difficult as such tabulation might be, it was in comparisons that

the value of the report might be expected to lie. What courses are

required for entrance, what courses are required before graduation,

what definite courses are open to the student, and what facilities are

possessed, both in the way of men and apparatus for giving these

courses, ought to be clearly set forth. Had this information been put

ineasily available form, we might hope that those prominent institu-

tions which are so wofully remiss in offering instruction in botany

and zoology would be brought to a realizing sense of their shortcomings,

and be thereby forced to a reformation. But in the chapters which
discuss the school and college courses, we have only generalities. We
need something more specific than a statement that "a large propor-
tion of our colleges are really doing little more than school work in

science.
. . The average graduate from such a college is not pre-

pared to conduct the simplest school course in botany." What boots
It to say that "out of iii colleges there are but forty-one in which the

Mogical departments are in the hands of men who have no other

teaching?" We want not only to know that, but which the forty-one
^re, and of those, which have separate professors of botany and of
zoology. Why tell us that "there are not more than five or six insti-

tutions in the country that furnish students with the means of per-

omiing even the simplest experiment in either animal or vegetable
physiology"

if ;ve have to look through 100 pages to find out which
they are?

_

^
Werecognize the difficulties in the way of presenting a bird's eye

^•ew of complicated facts; but it is far from impossible. Wecould

^p^
spared the quotations from various gentlemen about the value of

mogical training, etc., as well as the history of early biological in-

the f
^^^^"^' ^^^ ^^"^r than we can spare the proper digesting of

^ ^^Campbell is, we think, inclined to ascribe too much influence
Johns Hopkins University when, speaking of it as a trainer of
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teachers, he says: "Botany has, perhaps, been mor^ influenced than
zoology, as is evidenced by the fact that laboratory work is much more
general than formerly, and, further, that courses in cryptogamic and
physiological botany are now given in colleges where attention was
formerly limited to flowering plants." Just how an institution, in
which biology 1? a nom de guerre for zoology, has been so efficient in

improving the instruction in botany, is not apparent, and the few in-

stitutions mwhich botany, not to specify cryptogamic and physiolog-
ical botany, is taught, have not been supplied from Johns Hopkins.

CURRENTLITERATURE.
A monograph of the Foutinahicese.*

Weare glad to note the publication of this work, in which M. Jules

Cardot endeavors to clear up the perplexing forms of our water mosses.
Ihe contribution is all the more welcome because the group is one
which has its home in our own country, for of the forty-three speciesof
the family, no less than thirty occur inNorth America, of which twenty-
one are pnHpmiV

M. Cardot recognizes six genera, arranged in two tribes. The Fon-
tinales include Hydropogon, Cryptangium, Fontinalis and Wardia;
the Dichelymeae include Brachelyma and Dichelyma. The genus

^ontmalis of course contains the bulk of the species. The other

three of the first tribe are monotypic, Hydropogon and Cryptangium
commg from tropical America, while Wardia belongs at the Cape
ot Good Hope. Brachelyma is revived to receive our Dichelyma sub-

iilatum, while Dichelyma consists of four species.
A notable feature of the monograph is the mode of indicating the

frh" fi°^

^^^ species. They are designated as of four orders. Those of

the first order have the greatest assemblage of characters by which

they can be discriminated, those of the second order have a smaller as-

semblage of such characters, and so on. Fontinalis Neo-Mexicana,
tor example, is a species of the third order, being much more poorly

marked than F. antipyretica of the first order. This does away with

subspecies and is much more satisfactory. Varieties are recognized as

subordinate forms under species of any rank.
-Ihe full citation of synonymy, exsiccati, and geographical distnbu-

^J^^!!L^!lii!^i5^^^ and remarks all combine^tojo^

^^^'^^aT' J^LES.-MonographiedesFontinalacees, Extrait des M^moiresde
a ^oci^t^ nationale des Sciences nat. at math, de Cherbourg, tome xxviii. ^^^'

^^o. pp. 152. Separates 6 fr. 50.


